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Abst rac t - - In  the strip Db = R x [0, b] the nonlinear hyperbolic system 
02u ( Ou Ou'~ 
with the continuous right-hand side f : D b × ~3n ~ Rn is considered. Sharp sufficient conditions 
of existence and uniqueness of bounded and periodic with respect o the first argument classical 
solutions are established. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. MAIN  RESULTS 
1.1. Formulat ion  of the  P rob lem and Basic  Notat ion  
Let b > 0, Db = R × [0,b], f : Db x ]~3n __+ Rn, and fo : Db x R 2n --+ ]~n be continuous 
vector functions and ~ : R --+ ]~n be a continuously differentiable vector function. In the strip Db 
consider the hyperbolic systems 
02u 
OxOy- - f  x,y,U,~x, , (1.1) 
OxOy - -  fo x,y,u, , (1.2) 
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and 
02u ( Ou) 
OxO-----y =/o x,y,U, ~x • (1.3) 
For each of these systems we study the problem of existence and uniqueness of a solution u 
satisfying either of the conditions 
and 
u(~,o)=v(x) ,  
u(~,0)=~(~) ,  
sup Ox 4- Oy : (x, y) e Db < 4-ec, (1.4) 
sup Oy : (x,y) e Db < 4-co, (1.5) 
u(x, O) = 9~(x), u(x + ~, y) -- u(x, y), for (x, y) e Oh. (1.6) 
The problem on periodic solutions with a prescribed period ~ > 0 is closely related to the 
problem on bounded solutions. It will be considered in the case where ~ is w-periodic and the 
right-hand side of the system under consideration is w-periodic with respect o the first argument, 
i.e., in the case where either 
~(~ + ~) - ~(~), / (~ + ~, y, zl, ~ ,  z3) - / (~ ,  y, z~, z~, ~) ,  (1.7) 
or 
v(~ + ~) - ~(~), fo(~ + ~, y, z~, z~, ) -- f0(~, u, z~, z2). (1.8) 
For the first time problem (1.1),(1.6) was studied by Cesari [1,2] in the case where f(x, y, zl, 
z2, z3) was bounded and Lipschitz continuous with respect o Zl, z2, and z3 with sufficiently small 
Lipschitz constants. 
Aziz and Meyers [3] studied problem (1.1),(1.6) for n = 1, 
and 
f(~,y,z~,z:,z3)=p(x,y)z3+/l(x,y, zl, z2 z3) 
3 
Jr1 (z,y, zl,z2,z3) - f l  (x,y, zl,z2,z3)[ < ~_; , , (x ,y)  Izl - ~il, 
i= l  
where p(x, y) ~ 0 and Ai (i ---- 1, 2, 3) are small in some sense. The same case was considered in [4], 
where optimal sufficient conditions of unique solvability of problems (1.1),(1.4) and (1.1),(1.6), 
generalizing the results of [3], were obtained. 
Aziz and Brodsky [5] established conditions of unique solvability for the hyperbolic system 
__  ( 02u =e l  x,y,u, 
Ox Oy Oz' Oy ) 
with small parameter ~:> 0. 
Lakshmikantham and Pandit [6] proved solvability of problem (1.1),(1.6) when n = 1, 
f(x, y, zl, z2, z3) - f (x, y, 51,52, 53) _> -12 (zl - zl) 4- l (z2 - z2) 4- l (z3 - 53) 
for zi _< z~, i = 1, 2, 3, 
l > 0, and there exist so-called upper and lower functions of problem (1.1),(1.6). 
Zhestkov [7] formulated conditions of unique solvability of problem (1.3),(1.5) when 
(/0 ) fo(x,y, z t ,z2)=P(x,y)z l+f l (x ,y ,  zl,z2), det P(s,y)ds ¢0,  O<_y<b, 
Hf(x,y, zl, z2) - f (x,y,~.l, z2)H -< A1 [Izl - 5111 + A2 Itz2 - z211, 
Ai > 0 (i = 1, 2) and A1 is sufficiently small. 
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Vidossich [8] studied problem (1.2),(1.5) when 
fo(x, y, zl, z2) = P(x, y, Zl)Z 2 ÷ f l  (X, y, Zl), 
where the vector function f l  : Db x R ~ --- R ~ satisfies certain smallness condition, and the matrix 
function P : Db x R ~ - -  R~×~ is such that for every y • [0, b] and every continuous w-periodic 
vector function Zl the differential system 
dz 
dx P(x, y, zl (x))z 
has only a trivial w-periodic solution. 
Periodic problems for higher order nonlinear differential equations were studied by Sheng and 
Agarwal in [9,10]. 
In the case where (1.k) (k -- 1, 2, 3) are linear systems, sharp sufficient conditions of solvabil- 
ity and unique solvability of problems (1.1),(1.4) and (1.k),(1.6) (k -- 1, 2, 3) were established 
in [11-13]. Similar results for quasilinear systems can be found in [14]. 
In the general case the above-mentioned problems are little investigated. The present paper is 
an attempt o fulfill the existing gap. 
Throughout he remainder of the paper the following notation will be used. 
R is the set of real numbers. 
n R n the space of n-dimensional vectors z = (z~)i=l with real components z~ (i -- 1 , . . . ,  n) and 
the norm 
IIzl[ = Iz,[. 
i=1  
z • ~ is the dot product of vectors z and ~ • R n. 
If z = (zi)i~=l • R ~, then 
sign(z) = (sign zi)i~=l . 
R nxn the space of n x n matrices Z = (~ij)in, j=l with real components (ij ( i , j  = 1, . . . ,  n) and 
the norm 
n 
i , j=l 
det Z is the determinant of the matrix Z • ]~×n. 
1.2. Ex is tence  and Un iqueness  Theorems for P rob lems (1.1),(1.4) and (1.2),(1.4) 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 
sup{[l~(x)l I + I[~'(x)[] : x • ~} < +oc (1.9) 
and there exist numbers a • {-1,  1}, 3' > 0, ~ > 0, w > 0, and a bounded from below continuous 
function A : Db --* ]~ such that 
f ~+~ A(s, y)ds > ~, for (x, y) • Db, (1.10) 
and the inequalities 
[[f(x,y, zl,z2, z3)[[ <_ 3'(1 ÷ [[z1[[ + Hz2[[ + [[z3[[), (1.11) 
cr [f(x, y, zl, z2, z3) - f (x, y, zl, z2, ~3)]" sign (za - ~3) _< -A(x,  y) [[z3 - z3[] (1.12) 
hold on Db x R 3'~. Moreover, let f (x,  y, Zl, z2, z3) be 10cally Lipschitz continuous with respect 
to z2 (with respect to zl, z2, za). Then problem (1.1),(1.4) has at/east  one solution (has one and 
only one solution). 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let 
sup{l l~(x) l l  : x e ~,} < +~ (1.13) 
and there exist numbers a E {-1, 1}, ? > 0, ~ > 0~ w > 0 and a bounded from below continuous 
function A : Db -~ R satisfying condition (1.10) such that the inequalities 
Ilfo(x,y, zl,O)ll <_ -y(1 + ]]Zll[) , (1.14) 
~[f0(x,  y, zl ,  z~) - f0(x,  y, z~, ~) ] .  sign(z~ - ~)  <_ -A (~,  y)llz~ - ~11 (1.15) 
hold on Db × R 2n. Then problem (1.2),(1.5) has at least one solution. Moreover, if to(x, y, zl, z2) 
is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect o zl, then (1.2),(1.5) has one and only one solution. 
REMARK 1.1. In Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 condition (1.10) is crucial and it cannot be weakened. 
Indeed, it is easy to see that the equation 
02u Ou 
Ox Oy - -Y~y + 1 
has no solution satisfying condition (1.4), although all of the conditions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, 
except (1.10), are fulfilled. Instead of (1.10) we have 
~ x+~A(s,y) ds=wy>O,  fo rxE~,  y>0.  
1.3. Existence and Uniqueness Theorems for P rob lems (1.1),(1.6) and (1.2),(1.6) 
THEOREM 1.3. Let there exist numbers ~ E {-1,1}, ~' > 0, and a continuous function A : 
Db --* R such that 
~0 t~J A(x +w,y) = A(x,y), A(s,y)ds > O, for (x,y) e Db, (1.16) 
and let along with (1.7) conditions (1.11) and (1.12) hold on Db x •3n. Moreover, let f(x,  y, z~, 
z2, za) be Iocally Lipschitz continuous with respect to z2 (with respect to zl, z2, z3). Then 
problem (1.1),(1.6) has at least one solution (problem (1.1),(1.6) has one and only one solution, 
which is the unique solution of problem (1.1),(1.4) too). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let there exist numbers a E {-1,1}, 7 > O, and a continuous function A : 
Db --* R such that along with (1.8) conditions (1.14)-(1.16) hold on Db x R 2~. Then prob- 
lem (1.2), (1.6) has at least one solution. Moreover, if fo (x, y, zl, z2) is locally Lipschitz continuous 
with respect o zl, then problem (1.2),(1.6) has one and only one solution, which is the unique 
solution of problem (1.2),(1.5) too. 
REMARK 1.2. If n = 1, then Theorem 1.4 yields Theorems 1 and 2 from [9]. In those theo- 
rems (1.14)-(1.16) are replaced by the following conditions: 
lim fo(x,y, Zl,O) -0 ,  0 < 51<- ~ Of°'x'y'zl'z2"( ~ <_52. 
]zl]-++oo Zl 0Z2 
REMARK 1.3. In Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 condition (1.14) cannot be replaced by the following one: 
Ilfo(x,y, zl,O)ll <_ ~,(1 + Ilzl[I) 1+~ (1.14~) 
with E > 0 arbitrarily small. As an example consider the equation 
02u Ou (1 -~-llll) 1+6 (1.17) 
Ox Oy Oy 
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for which conditions (1.10), (1.14~), (1.15), and (1.16) hold, where a -- -1, 5 = w/2, ~ -- 1, and 
A(x,y) - 1. Let us show that if ~(x) -= 0 and b > E -1, then problem (1.17),(1.5), and conse- 
quently, problem (1.17),(1.6) have no solution. Assume the contrary that problem (1.15),(1.4) 
has a solution u. Then 
u(x,y) = exp(x - s)(1 + lu(s,t)t)~+~dsdt. 
JO J~c 
Putting uo(y) = inf{u(x, y) : x E •}, from the latter equality we get 
uo(y) >_ v(y), for 0 < y < b, 
where /: v(y) = (1 + uo(t)) 1+~ dt > O, for 0 < y _< b. 
Therefore, 
v'(y) > (1 + v(y))l+~, for 0 < y < b, 
whence we arrive at the contradiction 
~o ~o v(b) dt 1 b v'(y) dy < b. 
b < (1 + v(y)) I+~ - (1 + t) l+e < -E = 
This example also demonstrates that in Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 condition (1.11) cannot be 
replaced by the one 
Ilfo(x,y, zl, z2,z3)l[ <_ -y(1 + Ilzlll + flz~II + llz3fE) 1+~ 
with s > 0 arbitrarily small. 
At the end of this section consider the system 
02u Ou ( Ou ) 
OxOy - P(x,y)~-~y + fo x,y,u,-~x ' (1.18) 
which is a special case of system (1.1). Here P : Db --* R '~×n is a continuous matrix function 
such that 
P(x + w, y) = P(z, y), for (x, y) • Db. (1.19) 
THEOREM 1.5. Let the periodic problem 
dz 
d--x = P(x, y)z, z(O) = z(w), (1.20) 
have only a trivial solution for every y • [0, b], and along with (1.8) and (1.19) the condition 
II/o(x,y, zl,z,)lI <_ ~(1 + Ilzl]l + IIz~II) (1.21) 
hold on Db x R 2~, where "y is a positive constant. Moreover, let fo(x, y, zl, z2) be locally Lipschitz 
continuous with respect o z2 (with respect o zl, z2). Then problem (1.18),(1.6) has at least one 
solution (has one and only one solution). 
REMARK 1.4. In [9] there is proved that if f0(x, y, zl, z2) - f0(x, y, zl), 
lifo(x, y, ~)  - fo (x, y, ~)11 -< ~o IIz~ - Z~ll, 
and problem (1.20) has only a trivial solution for every y • [0, b], then problem (1.18),(1.6) is 
solvable (see Theorem 3 from. [9]). By Theorem 1.5 these conditions are sufficient not only for 
solvability of problem (1.16),(1.5), but also for the unique solvability. 
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1.4. Existence and Uniqueness Theorems for Prob lem (1.3),(1.6) 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 do not treat problem (1.3),(1.6). This problem is singular in the sense 
that it is not unconditionally solvable for any f0, viz. for solvability of problem (1.3),(1.6) it is 
necessary that 
f0 ~ 0, ~(s), ~'(s)) = (1.22) f0(~, de O. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let the conditions 
( x + = -T(x), f0 x + 2 '  = - f0  (x, y, --Zl, --z2), (1.23) 
fo(x, y, zl, z2)- sign z2 _< 7(1 + [[zl [[ + ]lz2[[) (1.24) 
hold on Db x R 2n, where 7 is a positive constant. Moreover, let fo(x, y, zl, z2) be locally Lipschitz 
continuous with respect o z2. Then problem (1.3),(1.6) has at least one solution. 
REMARK 1.5. The conditions of Theorem 1.6 do not guarantee uniqueness of a solution of prob- 
lem (1.3),(1.5) even in the linear case. Indeed, for the problem 
02u Ou 
- -  - sin x; ~(x, o) = o, u(x + 2~,y)  = ~(~, y) 
Ox Oy = Ox 
all of the conditions of Theorem 1.6 are fulfilled. On the other hand, for every c 6 R the function 
~(x,y) = (e~p(y) - i)(~ + cos~) 
is a solution of this problem. 
Assume now that f0 has continuous partial derivatives with respect to the last 2n+1 arguments, 
and introduce the vector and matrix functions 
Ofo(x, y, zl, z2) (1.25) 
f01 (x, y, zl, z2) = Oy 
and 
Fi(x,y, zl,z2) = Ofo(x,y, zl,z2) i = 1,2. (1.26) 
OZ i
For arbitrary continuous vector functions vi : R ~ ]~n (i = 1, 2) set 
F F(~,~) (y )  = N(s ,  y, ~(s ) ,  ~(~))  d~. (1.27) 
THEOREM 1.7. Let the vector function fo have the continuous partial derivatives with respect 
to the last 2n 4- 1 arguments, and let along with (1.8) and (1.22) the conditions 
Hfol(x,y, zl,z2)[[ < q,(1 4- Itzl][ + t[z2][), (1.28) 
HFi(x,y, zl,z2)l[ <- 7, i = 1,2, (1.29) 
hold on Db x ~2n, where 7 is a positive constant. Moreover, let there exist a positive constant 
such that the inequality 
Idet[E(Vl,V2)(y)]] ~ 6, y e [0, b], (1.30) 
holds for arbitrary w-periodic continuous functions vi : ]R ~ •n (i = 1,2). Then prob- 
lem (1.3),(1.6) is uniquely solvable. 
REMARK 1.6. Condition (1.30) in Theorem 1.7 is essential and it cannot be omitted. For exam- 
ple, it is clear that problem 
02u = (1 4- (u - y sin x) 2)'/2 _ 1, 
Ox Oy 
u(x, O) = O, u(x + 2~r,y) = u(x, y), for (x,y) e Oh, 
has no solution, although all of the conditions of Theorem 1.7 except (1.30) hold. 
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2. AUXIL IARY STATEMENTS 
2.1. Lemmas on Es t imates  of  So lut ions  to  
Sys tems of  Ord inary  D i f ferent ia l  Equat ions  
Consider the system of ordinary differential equations 
dz 
d-~ = h(x, z), (2.1) 
where h : ]R x 1~ --* R ~ is a vector function satisfying local Carath~odory conditions, i.e., 
h(., z) : R ~ R is measurable for every z E R n, h(x, .) : •n __, Rn is continuous for almost every 
x E •, and for every p > 0 the function 
h*p(x) = max{l Ih(x,z) l l :  IIzll < p} (2.2) 
is summable on every finite interval. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let -oo < al < a2 < -boo, a E {-1,  1}, and 
l+a  1 -a  
x0 = Ta l  + ~a2.  (2.3) 
Moreover, let there exist summable functions A : [al, a2] -* R and j3 : [al, a2] ~ [0, -boo) such 
that the inequality 
ah(x, z).  sign z < -A(x)HzH + ~(x) (2.4) 
holds for a/most every x E [al,a2] and every z E R n. Then for every co E R n system (2.1) on 
interval [al, a2] has at least one solution satis[ying the initial condition 
z(xo) = co, (2.5) 
and every such solution on [al, a2] admits the estimate 
( / i )  / i ( I  []z(x)][ _< exp -~ A(s)ds []co[[ + exp -~ A(s)ds . (2.6) 
o o 
PROOF. Let I C [al, a2] be the maximal interval of existence of a solution of problem (2.1),(2.5). 
Set (I2 ) ¢(x)=exp ~ (s)ds Hz(x)[[. 
Then by (2.4), we have 
( / i )  a¢ ' (x )=exp a A(s)ds [az'(x).sign(z(x))+aA(x)[]z(x)H ] 
o 
(/i ) =exp a A(s)ds [ah(x,z(x)).sign(z(x))-baA(x)[]z(x)[]] 
o 
(/i ) _< fl(x) exp ~ A(s) ds 
o 
almost everywhere in I. Hence taking into account (2.3) we get 
¢(x) = [[¢(x0)[[-t- exp a A(s)ds fl(~-) , for x E I .  
o o 
Consequently estimate (2.6) is valid on I.  Therefore by the theorem on continuability of a solution 
of Cauchy problem (see, e.g., [15, Chapter 2, Theorem 3.1]) I = [al, a2]. | 
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LEMMA 2.1'. Let all of the conditions of Lemma 2.1 hold. Moreover, let the inequality 
a[h(x, z) - h(x, 5)]. sign(z - 5) < A0(x, r)][z - 2[] 
hold for almost every x e [al,a2] and every z ,~ e R ~, where ~ = max{tlzl], I1~11} and the 
function Ao : [al, a2] × [0, -lt-oo) --4 [0, -[-oo) is summable in the first argument and nondecreasing 
in the second one. Then for every co 6 Rn problem (2.1),(2.5) has a unique solution admitting 
estimate (2.6). 
PROOF. In view of Lemma 2.1, we need only to prove that problem (2.1),(2.5) has at most one 
solution. Let z and ~ be arbitrary solutions of this problem, 
r = m~ {llzll + llsII : a l  ~ x ~ a~} 
and 
Then 
~(x) = exp ( -a t  fz l  A0(s,r)ds)[ Iz(x)  - ~(x)ll. 
(f o ) ¢r¢'(x) exp ¢r (s,r) ds 
= a[h(x, z(x)) - h(z, 5(x))]. sign(z(z) - g(x)) - A0(x, )llz(z) - ~(x)ll < 0. 
Hence, condition (2.3) and the equality ~(xo) = 0 yield ~(x) -- 0, i.e., z(x) =- ~(x). | 
LEMMA 2.2. Let all of the conditions of Lemma 2.1 hold and t3(x) ---/3. Moreover, let there exist 
constants w E (0, a2 - all, 6 > 0, and 6o >_ 0 such that 
x x+~ A(s)  ds >_ 5, for  a l  _< x _< a2 - w, (2.7) 
f = ~(s )  ds  > -50 ,  for  a l  < t < z < t + ~ < a2. (2.8) 
Then every solution of problem (2.1),(2.5) on the interval [al, a2] admits the estimate 
]]z(x)l I _< exp -a  Hcoli -I- Po/3, (2.9) 
where 
P0 = w[exp(6) - 1] -1 exp(26 + 260). (2.10) 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, an arbitrary solution z of problem (2.1),(2.5) admits estimate (2.6) with 
/3(x) - /3 .  Therefore it remains to show that 
~zlexp( -a  fr~A(s)ds) dt <P0, for al _< x _< a2. (2.11) 
Let x E [al, a2] be an arbitrary fixed number. Then in view of (2.3) there exists a nonnegative 
integer m such that 
mw < a(x - xo) < (m + 1)w. 
By (2.8), for m = 0 we have 
j~T ~ 
cr A(s) ds > -60, for 0 _ a(T - zo) _< z (z  - xo), 
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and 
~iexp( -g~zA(s )ds t  dT _< wexp(60) < po. 
If m > 1, then 
Z :  exp ( -a  ~ A(s)ds) dT : ~ f'~+""" ~ dT i=1 Jz°+a(i-1)wexp(--O'~ )~(8)ds) 
+ Z:+a( , _ l )exp( -o '~ZA(s )ds )d ,  .
On the other hand, by (2.7) and (2.8), we have 
A(s) ds + A(s) ds + a A(s) ds 
O" ~ ~r J T d Xo+Criw O+crmw 
>(m- i )6 -26o ,  for ( i -1 )w<a( ' r -xo)<_ iw,  i= l , . . . ,m,  
/; ~, ),(s) as __ -eo,  for m~ __ ~(~- - ~o) _ ~(x -- xo). 
Therefore, 
Z exp -o  w exp((i m)6 260) Po. + < 
o i=1  
Consequently estimate (2.11) is true. 
For system (2.1) consider the problem on bounded solutions 
sup{l lz(x) l l  : x e R} < +oo.  (2.12) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let there exist a locally summable function A : R ~ R and constants a E {-1, 1}, 
19 >_ O, 6o > O, 5 > O, and w > 0 such that 
fz+w fz 
A(s) ds >_ 6, A(s) ds > -6o, 
,,t~' 
and the mequalities 
fo rxER,  x -w<t<x,  (2.13) 
a[h(x, z) - h(x, 5)] .  s ign(z - 5) _< -~(x) l l z  - ~11, 
tlh(x,O)ll _< # 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
hold for almost every x 6 ~ and every z, 5 e ]~n. Then problem (2.1),(2.12) has a unique 
solution z admitting the estimate 
IIz(x)lt ~ po~, ~or • e R, (2.16) 
where PO iS given by (2.10). 
PROOF. First of a/l note that in view of (2.14) and (2.15) inequality (2.4) with/9(x) - ~ holds 
for almost all x 6 R and all z 6 •n. 
By Lemma 2.2 and conditions (2.4) and (2.13), for every natural k on the interval [-kw, kw] 
system (2.1) has a solution Zk satisfying the initial condition 
z ( - .ko J )  = 0 
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I lzk(x)l l  ~ po/3, for - k~ < x < k~. (2.17) 
Ilzk(z) - zk(t)ll < h*p(s) ds, for - kw < t < x < kw, (2.18) 
where p -- po/3 and h~ is the function given by (2.2). 
By Arzela-Ascoli lemma, conditions (2.17) and (2.18) guarantee the existence of a uniformly 
+oo convergent on every finite interval subsequence (zk.~)+~l of the sequence (zk)k=l. Set 
z(x) = lira zk~ (x), for x E ]~. 
m--~-boo 
In view of (2.17) it is clear that z is a solution of system (2.1) admitt ing estimate (2.16) on R. 
To complete the proof of the lemma it remains to show that problem (2.1),(2.12) has at most 
one solution. Let z and 5 be arbitrary solutions of this problem. For any natural k put 
( ; )  Vk(X)=exp ~ A(s)ds IIz(x)-~(x)ll. 
oku., 
According to (2.14) almost everywhere on R we have 
( ; )  av~(x)=exp a )~(s)ds a [h(x ,z (x ) ) -h (x ,5 (x ) ) ] . s ign(z (x ) -S (x ) )  
o'kw 
( /2 )  +exp o- A(s)ds ~,(:~)ll(z(x)-~(x)ll<_O. akw 
Therefore, 
i.e., 
vk(x) < vk( -akw) ,  for ax > -kw,  
(2 )  Hz(x) - ~(x)[[ < exp -~r A(s) ds ] lz(-akw) - ~(-(rkw)[[, akw 
But by (2.13), 
lim 
k--*+o~ F a A(s) ds = +oo. gkw 
Therefore, passing to the limit in the previous inequality as k --* +co we get 
IIz(x) -5(x)l l  ~ o, for x e• .  
for ax > -kw.  
where -oo  < al < a2 < +c~. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 
z(al)  =z(a2) ,  (2.19) 
a2 - al = kw, (2.20) 
where k is a natural number. Moreover, let there ex/st constants a E {-1 ,  1}, /3 >_ 0, 50 >_ 0, 
5 > O, and a summable function X : [al, a2] ~ R satisfying conditions (2.7) and (2.8) such 
Consequently, z(x) ==- ~(x). 
At the end of this section for system (2.1) consider the periodic boundary value problem 
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that inequalities (2.14) and (2.15) hold almost for every x 6 [al,a2] and every z,~ e R n. Then 
problem (2.1),(2.19) has a unique solution z admitting the estimate 
I[z(~)ll < p~/3, ~or ~ < ~ < ~2, (2.21) 
where 
Pl = 2w[exp(6) - 1] -2 exp(26 + 360). (2.22) 
PROOF. Put 
w0 = a2 - al. (2.23) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that A is w0-periodic and h is w0-periodic in the first 
argument, i.e., the equalities 
~(~ + ~o) = ~(~), (2.24) 
h(x + wo, z) = h(x, z) (2.25) 
hold almost for all x 6 R and all z E R '~. Then it is obvious that inequalities (2.14) and (2.15) 
hold for almost all x E R and for all z and 5 E ]R ~. 
By (2.7), (2.8), and (2.20), we have 
/7 // A(s) ds >__ k~, A(s) ds > -2~0, for al _< t < a2. (2.26) 
1 
Hence in view of (2.23) and (2.24) it follows that 
/7 f • +~o A(s) ds = A(s) ds >_ k~, A(s) ds > -2d0, for x e •, x - w0 < t < x. 1 
But these conditions along with (2.14) and (2.15) guarantee the existence of a unique solution z 
of problem (2.1),(2.12). In view of (2.25) it is clear that z is the unique w0-periodic solution 
of equation (2.1). Therefore, the restriction of z on [al,a2] is the unique solution of prob- 
lem (2.1),(2.19), since the wo-periodic ontinuation of an arbitrary solution of problem (2.1),(2.19) 
is again w0-periodic solution of equation (2.1). 
To complete the proof of the lemma we need to show that z admits estimate (2.21). 
By Lemma 2.2, estimate (2.9) is valid, where 
l+a  1 -a  
x0 = - - -~-a l  + ---~--a2, e0 = z(x0). 
Put 
Then in view of (2.19) and (2.26), 
Z(Xl) = co, 
Therefore, from (2.9) we find 
l-or l+cr 
Xl = Ta l  + -T-a2. 
~Xl /aa2 
a A(s) ds = A(s) ds > ~. 
o 1 
IIcoll _< [i- exp(-~)]-ipo/~. 
On the other hand, in view of (2.7) and (2.8) 
a A(s) ds >_ -5o, for al _ x < a2. 
~' ~0 
By virtue of the latter two inequalities, estimate (2.21) follows from (2.9), where Pl is the number 
given by (2.22). | 
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2.2. A Sys tem of  Funct iona l  Inequal i t ies  
Let I • R be a finite or infinite interval, C(I × [0, b]; R 3) be the space of continuous and bounded 
= V 2 [0, b] --+ ]~3, and lo be a positive constant. For an arbitrary vector functions v ( ~)i=o : I x 
2 C(I  [0,b];R 3) set v = (vi)~=o • x 
/: /0 go(v)(x,y) = v2(x,t) dt, gl(v)(x,y) = lo [vo(x,t) -t- Vl(X,t) +v2(x,t)] dt, (2.27) 
92(v)(x,y) = lo(llvo(.,y)llc + Ilvl(.,y)llc), 
where 
I[v,(-,y)llc = sup{iv,(x,y)[: x • I}, i = 0, 1. (2.28) 
Consider the system of functional inequalities 
O<v,(x,y)  <g~(v)(x,y), i = 0,1,2. (2.29) 
A vector function v = (v~)~=02 • C(I x [0, b]; ~3) will be called a solution of the system of functional 
inequalities (2.29) if it satisfies this system at every point of I x [0, b]. 
= ~ 2 c ( I  [0, b]; ~3) ~t i s fy  the LEMMA 2.5. Let the components of the vector function v ( i)i=o • x 
inequalities 
0 <__ vi(x,y) < aipexp(2a2y), for (x,y) • I x [0, b], i = O, 1, 2, (2.30) 
where p >_ 0, 
1 
ao = 1, a l  = ~ + lo, a2 =/o(3 + 2lo). 
Then 
0 < gi(v)(x, y) <_ -~ exp (2a2y), for (x, y) e I x [0, b], 
PROOF. In view of (2.28), (2.30), and (2.31), from (2.27) we have 
fo 0 < 9o(v)(x, y) <_ a2p exp(2a2t) dt <_ ~ exp(2a2y), 
// 0 <_ gl(v)(x, y) <_ p/o(1 + cq + a2) exp(2a2t) dt 
< plo 1 + al + a2 ~_  -- 2a2 exp(2~2y) = __  exp(2c~2y), 
0 < 92(v)(z,y) </o(1 + al )pexp(2~2y)= 2 exp(2a2y), 
LEMMA 2.6. System (2.29) has only a trivial solution. 
v 2 PROOF. Let v = ( i)i=o be a solution of system (2.29). Put 
p~ = max {a[  1 exp(-2a2y)vi(x, y) :  (x, y) e I × [0, b] }, 
P = max{po, Pl, P2}- 
Then inequalities (2.30) hold, implying, by Lemma 2.5, estimates (2.32). 
By (2.32) and (2.33), from (2.29) we have 
P for (x, y) e I × [0, b], a71 exp(-2a2y)vi(x, y) <_ 2' 
and 
P p_<~. 
Consequently p = 0 and vi(x, y) = 0 (i = 0, 1, 2). 
(2.31) 
i = 0, 1,2. (2.32) 
for (x, v) e I × [o, hi. 
i = 0, 1, 2, 
i = 0, 1, 2, 
(2.33) 
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2.3. Lemmas on the  Solvabi l i ty of  the 
Per iod ic  Boundary  Value Prob lems for Sys tems (1.1) and (1.2) 
Let - co  < al < a2 < +co and I -- [al, a2]. For systems (1.1) and (t.2) in the rectangle 
I × [0, b] let us study the periodic boundary value problem 
Ou(a2, y) COu(al, y) for 0 < y < b. (2.34) u(x, 0) = ~(x), for al <_ x _< a2, CO~ = 0- - - - -7- '  - - 
For this we will need to consider two auxiliary problems 
Ow__~l = f(x, y, zo(x, y), wl, z2(x, y)), (2.35) 
Oy 
Wl(X, 0) = ~'(x), for al _< x _< a2, (2.36) 
and 
0W2 
COX = f(X,  y, ZO(X , y), Zi(X , y), W2) , (2.37) 
wu(a2, y) = w2(al, y), for 0 g y < b. (2.38) 
It will be assumed that zi e C(I x [0, b];R n) (i = 0,1,2), f e C(I x [0, b] × R3n;Rn), and 
: I ~ R n is a continuously differentiable vector function. 
A vector function wl : I × [0, b] --~ R n (a vector function w2 : I x [0, b] --+ R n) win be called 
a solution of system (2.35) (a solution of system (2.37)), if for any fixed x 6 I (for any fixed 
y 6 [0,b]) a vector function wl(x,.) : [0,b] --~ R '~ (a vector function w2(',y) : I --* ]R n) is 
continuously differentiable and satisfies ystem (2.35) (system (2.37)) for every y E [0, b] (every 
xeI). 
Below for an arbitrary vector function z E C(I × Rn; R n) the following notation will be used: 
]N[c = max{l[z(x,Y)[[ : (x,y) e I x [0, b]}, [[z(.,y)[[c 
]lz(x, ")[]C = max{llz(x,Y)iJ : Y 6 [0, 
LEMMA 2.7. Let for arbitrarily fixed zi 6 C(I x [0, b];R n) (i 
and (2.37),(2.38) be Lmiquely solvable. Moreover, let there exist 
that 
IIV(x);I _< Po, II~'(x)ll _< Po, for x e I, (2.39) 
and the solutions of problems (2.35),(2.36) and (2.37),(2.38) satisfy the inequalities 
IlWl(X,y)ll <_ po + lo (llzo(x,t)l] + Hz2(x,t)ll) dt, (2.40) 
[[w2(x,y)[[ < po + lo ([[z0(-, y)[]v + [[zl(-,y)[[c), (2.41) 
on I x [0, b]. Then problem (1.1),(2.34) has at least one solution admitting the estimate 
Ou(x, y) Ou(x, y) <- P, for (x, y) 6 I x [0, b], (2.42) II~(x,y)ll+ ~ + 0y 
where 
= max{[[z(x,y)[[:x 6 I}, 
hi}. 
= 0, 1, 2) problems (2.35),(2.36) 
constants P0 ~ 0 and lo >_ 1 such 
p = 1512 Po exp (10/o2b). (2.43) 
2 PrtOOF. By B we denote the Banach space of vector functions z = (zi)~=o with the components 
zi 6 C(I × [0, b];~ n) (i = 0, 1,2) and the norm 
IlZlIB = llZollc + [Iz~llc + llz2iJc. 
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Let 
= ma~{l l / (x ,y ,  zo, zl ,  z~.)ll : (x,y) e I x [O,b], Ilzoll + Ilzlll + 11=2ll <__ p}. (2.44) 
In view of well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for systems of ordinary differential equations 
(see, e.g., [15, Chapter V, Theorem 2.1]) there exists a nondecreasing continuous function ~ : 
[0,+c~) ~ [0,+oc) such that for every zi • C( I  × [0, b];~ n) (i = 1,2), [[z011c + Itz2[Ic _< p a 
solution Wl of problem (2.35),(2.36) satisfies the inequality 
I1~'~ (~, ") - ~(~,  ")lto - ~ (Is - xl + Ilzo (~, .) - zo(~, ")lie + I1=~ (~, ") - z~(x, ")lie) • (2.45) 
By M~ (i = 0,1, 2) denote the sets of vector functions z~ e C( I  × [0, hi; R ~) (i = 0,1, 2) 
satisfying, respectively, on I × [0, b] the inequalities 
IIz0(2, y) ll < 2polo exp(2a2y), Ilzo(~, $) - zo(=, y)ll 
< (po + ~b)l~ - ~1 + PI9 - Yl, (2.46) 
!lz~(x, y)ll < 2p0a~ exp(2a~y), 
]lz~(~, ~) - z~(x, y)I! <- Gt$ - yl + ~ ((po + Gb + .~ + 1)l~ - xl), (2.47) 
l lz2(=,y)ll _< 2po~2 exp(2~2y),  II=2(~,Y) - =~(x,Y)ll <_ "YI~ - ~1, (2.48) 
where ai (i = 0,1, 2) are numbers given by equalities (2.31). Then 
Z 2 M = {( ~),=o : z~ E M, (i = 0,1,2)} 
is a convex and closed subset of the space B. 
Our goal is to derive problem (1.1),(2.34) to a certain operator equation in M. 
Z 2 For an arbitrary z = ( i)~_-o E M set 
~0 y 
)/Yo(z)(x,y) = ~(x) + z2(x,t) dt, W~(z)(x,y) -- wi(x,y),  
W(z)(~,  y) = (W,(z)(~, y))~=0, 
i = 1, 2, 
where wl and w2 are the solutions of problem (2.35),(2.36) and (2.37),(2.38). If the operator 
equation 
z(x, y) -~ ~(z ) (x ,  y) (2.49) 
has a solution z = (z)2=o E M, then the vector function u = z0 is a solution of the prob- 
lem (1.1),(2.34) and 
Ou(x, y) Ou(x, y) _ z2(x, y). 
ox - Zl(2,y), o~ 
On the other hand, (2.43) and inequalities (2.46)-(2.48) imply estimate (2.42). Consequently, to 
prove the lemma it remains to establish solvability of equation (2.49) in M. 
z 2 Let z ---- ( ~)~=o e M and v(x,y) = (llz,(x,y)ll)2=o . Then by (2.39)-(2.41), we have 
IIW~(z)(x,y)ll<__po+g~(v)(x,y), for (x ,y )e  I x [o,b], i = o, 1,2,  
where g~ (i = 0, 1, 2) are the operators given by (2.27) and (2.28). Hence, by Lemma 2.5 and 
inequalities (2.45)-(2.48), we have 
l l~(z) (x ,  y)lI ~ p0 + ~po exp(2~2y) (2.50) 
<_ 2(~p0 exp(2c~2y), for (x, y) e I x [0, b], i -- 0,1, 2, 
IIzolIc + IIW~(z)IIc + IIz~llc < p, Ilzollc + Ilzllic + 1114]2(z)llc <_ p, (2.51) 
IlWl(z)(~, y) - Wl(z)(x, y)ll <-- n ((po + 76 + 7 + 1)Ix - xl). (2.52) 
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But then the estimate 
OWl(z)(x,y) <~, OW2(z)(x,y) <~, for (x,y) eZ×[0 ,  b], (2.53) 
~yy 0x - 
obviously follows from (2.44) and (2.51). 
Inequalities (2.39),(2.48) and (2.51)-(2.53)imply 
IlWo(z)(~, ~) -  Wo(z)(x,y)ll <_ I1~(:~)- ~(x)ll 
fo' fu ~' dt + IIz=(:~, t) - z=(:~, t)lI dt + [Iz~(:~, t)ll (2.54) 
_< (po + ~b)l:~ - xl + Pl~ - Yl, 
IlWx(z)(~, ~) - W~(z)(x, y)II ~ IlWx (z)(:~, ~) - wx (z)(~, y)II 
+ IIW~(z)(x, y) - )/Yl(Z)(Y:, Y)II 
< ~'19 - Yl + vo ((po + 'vb + ~' + 1)1.~ - =1), 
(2.55) 
IIW~(z)(~,y) - W2(z)(~,y)l l  < vl~ - ~1. (2.56) 
According to (2.50), (2.54), and (2.55) we have 
W~(M) ~f {W,(z) : z e M} C M,, i = 0, 1. 
Consequently, Wi(M) (i -= 0, 1) are compact sets, since Mo and M1 are compact subsets of the 
space C(I x [0,b];R'~). 
Now let us prove that 1422 (M) ~f {W2 (z) : z e M} is a compact subset of Ms. By Arzela-Ascoli 
lemma and conditions (2.50) and (2.56), it is sufficient to show that the set of functions 
{W2(z)(x,.):z e M, x e I} 
is equicontinuous on [0, b]. Assume the contrary that this set is not equicontinuous. Then there 
exist a positive number ~, sequences Yik C [0, b] (i = 0, 1; k = 1, 2,.. .  ) and 
z~keMi, i=0 ,1 ;  k=l ,2 , . . . ,  (2.57) 
such that 
k~c~ ylk = k~+~lim Yok = Yo, 
IIw2k(',Y~)llc ~ P, rlW2k(~,Y~k) -- W2k(x,y~k)llc _< ~1~ -- ~l, 
I l l ,k(',  Ytk) -- ~k( ' ,  Yok)llc > ~, 
where the vector function W2k is a solution of the problem 
Ow2k 
Ox - f (x ,  y, z0k(=, u), zik(=, u), w2k), 
w2k (a2, y) = w2k (al, y), for 0 < y < b. 
Set ~ik(x) = W2k(x,y~k) (i = 0, 1). Then 
I1¢~kllc < p, II~k(~) - ¢~(x)ll  < ~1~ - xl, i = 0,1; 
IlCx~- ¢okllc > E, /~ = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
f ¢~k(=) -- ¢~k(o) + I (s ,  y~k, zok(~, y~k), z~k(~, y~k), ~2k(~, y~k)) d~, 
i=0 ,1 ;  k=l ,2 ,  . . . .  
i=0 ,1 ;  k=l ,2 , . . . ,  (2.58) 
k=l ,2 , . . . ,  
k = 1,2, . . . ,  (2.59) 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
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In view of (2.57) and (2.59) and compactness of the sets M1 and M2, without loss of generality 
/ z ~+oo (i 0, 1) and +oo we may assume that the sequences ~ ikJk=l = ((~)k=l (i = 0, 1) are uniformly 
convergent on I x [0, b] and I, respectively. Put 
z i (x,y)= lim zik(x,y), ~i(X)= lim ~ik(x), i=0 ,1 .  
k---~+oo k---*+oo 
Then from (2.58), (2.60), and (2.61) we get 
I]¢1 - ¢olic >- e, 
/o ~(~) = ~,(0) + f(~, yo, zo(~, yo), ~1(~, yo), ~(s))es; ¢~(~2) = ~(~1), i=0 ,1 .  
Consequently, ~o and ~1 are two different solutions of the periodic problem 
de 
d-7 = f(~,y0, ~0(~,y0), Zl(~,y0), ¢), ¢(~) = ¢(0). 
But this is impossible, since by one of the conditions of Lemma 2.7 the latter problem has a 
unique solution. 
The obtained contradiction proves that ~V2(M) is a compact subset of M2. 
Thus we have proved that ~V maps M into its compact subset. On the other hand, in view 
of continuity of f : I x [0, b] x ]~3n __~ ]~n and unique solvability of problems (2.35),(2.36) 
and (2.37),(2.38), it is clear that the operator W : M ~ M is continuous. Consequently, by 
Schauder's principle, equation (2.49) has a solution in M. | 
LEMMA 2.8. Let a2 - al = kw (k is a natural number) and there exist numbers a e {-1, 1}, 
7 > O, and 5 > 0 such that 
L1~(~)11 < 7, Ll~'(x)ll < 7, for • e z, (2.62) 
~(x, y) > -7,  for (~, y) e I × [0, b], (2.63) 
f x+~A(s,y) ds>_5, foral  <_x_<a2-w, 0<y_<b,  (2.64) 
and inequa//ties (1.11) and (1.12) hold on I × [0, b] × R aN. Moreover, let f (x,y,  zl,z2,z3) be 
locally Lipschitz continuous in z2. Then problem (1.1),(2.34) has at/east one solution admitting 
estimate (2.42), where 
p -- 15 lo 3-y (1 + b) exp (lO/o2b), (2.65) 
10 ---- 1 + (2w + 7)[exp(5) - 1] -2 exp(35 + 37w + 7b). (2.66) 
PROOF. Note that in view of (2.63) 
~ y) ds>_ for <t<x<t+w_<a2,  0<:y_<b. (2.67) A(s, al 
To prove the lemma we need to verify that all of the conditions of Lemma 2.7 hold. Let zi E 
C(I × [0, b]; R ~) (i -- 0, 1, 2) be arbitrarily fixed vector functions. By Lemma 2.1', condition (1.11) 
and local Lipschitz continuity of f(x, y, z0(x, y), z, z2(x, y)) with respect o z guarantee existence 
of a unique solution of problem (2.35),(2.36) admitting the estimate 
Ilwl(x,y)l[ <_ exp(Ty)ll~'(x)ll +7  exp(~/(y - t ) ) (1 + Ilzo(x,t)[I + Ilz2(x,t)ll)dt 
(2.68) /: ___ (ll~o'(x)LI +~,b)exp(7b) +3'exp(Tb) (llzo(:c,t)ll + IIz2(x,t)ll)dt 
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on I × [0, b]. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.4, conditions (1.11), (1.12), (2.64), and (2.67) 
guarantee xistence of a unique solution of problem (2.37),(2.38) admitting on I x [0, b] the 
estimate 
11~2(=,y)ll < p~(1 + Ilzo(',y)llc + Ilzl(., y)llc), (2.69) 
where 
Let 
Pl = 2w[exp(5) - 1] -2 exp(35 + 3~w). 
P0 = 7(1 + b)lo. 
Then by (2.66), inequalities (2.39)-(2.41) follow from (2.62), (2.68), and (2.69). Thus, all of the 
conditions of Lemma 2.7 hold. Consequently, there exists a solution u of problem (1.1),(2.34) 
admitting estimate (2.42) with p given by (2.43), or that is the same by (2.65). | 
Finally in this section consider problem (1.2),(2.34), where fo E C(I x [0, b] x R2"; Rn). For 
this we will need to consider also the auxiliary periodic boundary value problem 
OQW 
Ox /o(x,y, z(=, y), ~), 
w(a2, y) = w(al, y), for 0 < y < b. 
LEMMA 2.9. 
over, let there exist constants Po >_ 0 and lo > 0 independent of z such that 
I1~(=)11 -< p0, for ~ e ±, 
and let a solution of problem (2.70),(2.71) admit the estimate 
[[w(x,y)[[ < Po + loHz(',y)[[c, for (x,y) e I x [O,b]. 
Then problem (1.2),(2.34) has a solution u such that 
Ou(x,y) ] 









P -- P0 + po (1 + b)(1 + lo)exp(lob). (2.75) 
By M denote the set of the functions z E C(I x [0, b]; R ~) satisfying the inequality 
IIz(x, y)II <- (1 + b)po exp(/0y), for (x, y) e I × [0, b]. (2.76) 
For any z E M set 
~0 yW(z)(x,y) = ~(x) + ~(x,t)dt, (2.77) 
where w is a solution of problem (2.70),(2.71). 
In view of (2.72), (2.73), (2.75), and (2.76), from (2.77) we obtain 
/o 1114~(z)( , Y)II <- Po + pob + (1 + b)polo exp(/ot) dt 
= po(1 + b) exp(loy), for (x, y) e I x [0, b], (2.78) 
Ilzllc + Ilwllc < p, (2.79) 
; Iz I IIl'V(z)(~,~)-W(z)(x,y)fl < I1~(~)- ~(x)ll + Hw(~,t)-w(x,t)tldt+ If~o(z,t)fldt 
< II~o(:~) -~,(z)ll + r lw(~, t ) -w(x , t ) [ Id t+o l~-y l .  
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=max{llfo(x,Y, zo,zl)ll: (x,y) e I × [0,hi, IIz011 + Ilzlll < P}. 
IlW(z)(~, ~) - W(z)(~, v)ll _< ,7~(1~ - xl) + 7b[~ - ~1 + pl~ - Yl, (2.80) 
By Arzela-Ascoli lemma, estimates (2.78) and (2.80) imply that the operator kV maps the convex 
closed set M C C(I × [0, hi; ]~)  into its compact subset. These circumstances, along with conti- 
nuity of the function f0 and unique solvability of problem (2.70),(2.71) guarantee the continuity 
of the operator ~/Y. 
Consequently, by Schauder's principle, the equation 
= w(~,)  
has a solution u E M. Then (2.70), (2.71), (2.77), and (2.79) imply that u is a solution of 
problem (1.2),(2.34) admitting estimate (2.74). | 
LEMMA 2.10. Let a 2 - -  a 1 = k~ (k  is a natural number) and there exist numbers a 6 {-1, 1}, 
7 > 0, and 6 > 0 such that 
II~(x)lJ < 7, for • e z, (2.81) 
and conditions (2.63),(2.64) and inequalities (1.14),(1.15) hold on I × [O,b] × R 2n. Then prob- 
lem (1.2),(2.34) has at least one solution admitting estimate (2.74), where 
p = (lo ÷ "y) (1 + (1 4- b)(1 + lo) exp(lob)), lo = 2wv[exp(6) - 1] -2 exp(36 4- 37w). (2.82) 
PROOF. As it was mentioned above, in view of (2.63) condition (2.67) holds. 
Let z C C(I  × [0, b];R n) be an arbitrarily fixed vector function. By Lemma 2.4, condi- 
tions (1.14), (1.15), (2.64), and (2.67) guarantee xistence of a unique solution of problems (2.70) 
and (2.71) admitting the estimate 
Ilw(x,y)[I <_/0(1 + Hz(',y)[Ic), for (x,y) e I x [0, b]. 
Hence, by (2.81), inequalities (2.72) and (2.73) follow, where P0 = l + % 
Consequently, all of the conditions of Lemma 2.9 are fulfilled. Therefore, problem (1.1),(2.34) 
has a solution admitting estimate (2.74), where p is given by (2.82). | 
2.4. Lemma on Solvabil ity of Ant iper iodic P rob lem for System (1.3) 
Let -oc  < al < a2 < +~ and I -- [al, a2]. For system (1.3) in the rectangle I × [0, b] consider 
the antiperiodic boundary value problem 
u(x, O) = ~(x), for al < x < a2, Ou(a2, y______~) = Ou(al, y) for 0 < y < b. (2.83) 
- - Oy  Oy  ' - - 
Throughout he remainder it will be assumed that fo E C(I  x [0, b];~ 2n) and ~o : I ~ ~n is 
continuously differentiable. 
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LEMMA 2.11. Let fo(X, y, zl, z2) be locally Lipschitz continuous with respect o z2 and let in- 
equality (1.24) hold on I x [0, b]. Then problem (1.1),(2.83) has at least one solution. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.Y, for every z e C(I x [0, b]; R '~) the problem 
Ow 
O---y = fo(x, y, z(x, y), w), (2.84) 
w(x, 0) = ~o'(x), for al _< x < as, (2.85) 
has a unique solution w admitting the estimate 




II~(~,y)ll ~ Zo+Zo IIz(x,t)lldt, for (~,y) e Z x [O,b], 
lo --exp('yb)(1 -F ")'-F m~x{ll~'(x)ll : x e I}). 
(2.86) 
po = max{l l fo(x,y,  zo,zl) l l :  (x,y) e I x [0, b], IIz011 + Ilzlll _< p}. 
The unique solvability of problem (2.84),(2.85) and conditions (2.89)-(2.91) imply that 142 : 
M --~ M is a continuous operator mapping the closed convex set M C C(I x [0, b]; JR") into its 
compact subset. 
By Schauder's principle the equation u = W(u) has a solution u E M. From the definition of 




l = ~(a2 - al)/o 
and M be the set functions z E C(I x [0, hi; R n) satisfying the inequality 
IIz(x,y)[I < lexp(ly), for (x,y) e I × [0, b]. (2.87) 
For arbitrary z E M set 
1 x 1 w(s,y) ds, (2.88) )4;(z)(x,y) = ~ w(s,y)ds -
1 
where w is the solution of problem (2.84),(2.85). 
According to (2.85)-(2.87) for any z E M we have 
// IIw(x,y)ll < lo + lol exp(lt) dt = loexp(ly), for (x,y) c I x [0,b], 
i f  IIW(z)(x,y)ll < 2 j~, II~(s,v)lJ ds < lexp(ty), for (x,v) e I x [0,b], (2.89) 
liW(z)(~,y) - W(z)(z,y)ll = ~ w(s,y) ds < plYc - x[, for (x,y) e I x [0,b], (2.90) 
and 
llzllc + Ilwll~ < p, 
where 
p = q0 + 0 expqb). 
On the other hand, taking into account he latter inequality, from (2.84) and (2.87) we get 
IIW(z)(~, ~) - W(z)(x,y)ll = -~ t lw(s ,y )  - ~(~, ~)11 ds  < ply -y l ,  (2.91) 
1 
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2.5, Lemmas on Solvabi l i ty  of  P rob lems (1.1),(1.4) and  (1.2),(1.5) 
To investigate problem (1.1),(1.4), for system (2.37) we will need to consider the auxiliary 
problem 
sup{llw2(x,y)]l: x 6 R} < +0% for 0 < y <_ b. (2.92) 
LEMMA 2.12. Let for arbitrary bounded vector functions z~ E C(Db; ~n) (i = 0,1, 2) and ar- 
bitrary segment In1, a2] 6 R problems (2.35),(2.36) and (2.37),(2.92) have at most one solution 
each. Moreover, let there exist sequences of numbers (aik)+=~l (i ---~ 1, 2) and a positive constant p 
such that 
alk < 0 < ag~k, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  lim alk = -oo ,  lim = +oo, (2.93) 
k-++oo k--++oo 
and for every natural k in the rectangle [alk, a=k] x [0, b] system (1.1) has a solution uk satisfying 
the conditions 
~k(x,0) = ~(x), Ilu~(x,y)ll + 0~ 
Then problem (1.1),(1.4) has at least one solution. 
PROOF. Set 
zok(~,y) = ~k(z,y), z~(x,y)  = o~k(~,y) 
Ox ' 
for alk _< x <_ a2k, 
+ll u ,xy, _ ,294, 
z2k(z, y) = 0~k(~, v) 
oy ' (2.95) 
and 
{ z~k(alk,y), for x < alk, - i =0 ,1 ,2 .  zik(x'Y) = zik(a2k,y), for x >_ ask, 
Then for arbitrary natural k and arbitrary segment I = [a~, a2] in the rectangle I x [0, b] we have 
II=o~(~, y)ll + Ilz.~(x, y)ll ÷ II~=k(~,y)ll 
II zo,~(m, 9) - zok (x,  y)II 
IIz~k(x, 9) - z .dx ,  Y)II 
II ~=,~ (.~, y) - z2k (o:, y)II 
<__ p, (2.96) 
-< P(I~ - ~1 + 19 - Yl), (2.97) 
< "Yzl9 - Y[, (2.98) 
< 711~ - xl, (2.99) 
where 
7I = max{I ] f (x ,y ,  zo, z l ,z2) l l  : a l  <- x < a2, 0 < y < b, LI~oLI + llz, ll ÷ IIz~ll <_ p}. 
In view of well-posedness of problem (2.35),(2.36) and conditions (2.96), (2.97), and (2.99), 
there exist a continuous function r/i : [0, +oo) -+ [0, +oo) such that r/i(0) -- 0 and for every 
natural k 
Ilzlk(~, y) - zlk(x, y)ll < v,(L~ - xl), for (~, y) e I × [0, b]. (2.100) 
By conditions (2.96)-(2.98) and (2.100), for arbitrarily fixed I -- [al, a2] the sequences (zi~)+__~ 
(i = 0, 1) are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous in the rectangle I x [0, hi. Let us prove that 
the sequence (z2k)+__~ a/so has this property. Assume the contrary. Then there exist [ = [al, a2], 
+oo ¢ > 0, Y0 e [0, b], and sequences (Yik)~=l (i = O, 1) such that 
O<_y~k<_b, i=0 ,1 ;  k - l ,2 , . . . ,  lira Ylk---- lim y2k=yo (2.101) 
k--++oo k--*+oo 
and 
max{l(0k(x)[ - <lk(x)] : x e I} >_ ¢, k ---- 1 ,2 . . . ,  
where (ik(x) = z2(x, yik) (i = O, 1). 
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By Arzela-Ascoli lemma and conditions (2.96)-(2.100), without loss of generality, we may 
assume that the sequences (z/k)+~ (i = 0, 1) are uniformly convergent on every finite rectangle 
of Db, and +~ (~)k=l  (i = 1, 2) are uniformly convergent on every finite interval. 
Set 
z i (x,y)= lim Zik(x,y), ~i(x)= lim ~ik(X), i=0 ,1 .  (2.102) 
k--++c¢ k--~+oo 
It is clear that z~ e C(Db; R~), ~ e C(R; R n) (i = 0, 1) are bounded and 
max(I]C0(x) - Cl(x)lf : x e I}  > 0. 
On the other hand, according to (2.93), (2.101), (2.102) from the equalities 
jr0 ~ ¢ik(X) = ~ik(O) + f(S, Zok(S, yik),Zlk(S, yik),¢ik(s))ds, 
for alk _< x _< a2k, 
we get 
i=0,1 ;  k=1,2 , . . . ,  
(2.103) 
On the other hand, for every natural k we have 
]0"]0 Zok(Oc, y) = ~o(x) + Zok(O,y) - ~o(0) + f (s,t ,  zo~(s,t),zlk(s,t),z2k(s,t))dsdt, 
for alk <_ x <_ a2k, 0 < y <_ b. 
If in this equality and inequality (2.94) we pass to the limit as k --+ +cx), we get 
/0"/0 ( o./.,) u(x, y) = ~(x) + ~(0, y) - ~(0) + ~ f 8, t, u(s, t), as Ou(s,ot t)) ds dr, 
for (x, y) E Db, 
and u satisfies conditions (1.4). Consequently u is a solution of problem (1.1),(1.4). 
The following lemma can be proved similarly. 
lim z2~ (x, y), for (x, y) e Db. 
k--*+~ 
Then in view of (2.95) we will have 
= Ou(x, y) Ou(x,y) lira Zlk(x,y), ~ =  
Ox k--++~ Oy 
~0 x~i(x) = ~i(0) + f(s, zo(s, yo),z1(s, yo),~i(s))ds, for x e iR, i - -  0,1. 
Consequently, in view of (2.103), C0 and ¢1 are two different solutions of the problem 
d~(x) = f(x, zo(s, yo), zl(s, yo), ((x)), sup{l l¢(x) l l  : x e R} < +~.  
dx 
But this is impossible, since by one of the conditions of Lemma 2.12, this problem has at most 
one solution. This contradiction shows that (z2k)+__~ is a uniformly bounded and equicontinuous 
on every finite rectangle of Db. 
By Arzela-Ascoli lemma, without loss of generality we may assume that the sequences (zik)+__~l 
(i = 0, 1) and (z2k)+=¢~ are uniformly convergent on every bounded rectangle of Db. Set 
u(x,y) = lim ZOk(X,y), for (x,y) E Db. k--++oo 
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LEMMA 2.13. Let for an arbitrary bounded vector function z E C(Db;]~ ~) system (2.70) have 
at most one solution satisfying the condition 
sup(l[w(x,y)l I : x e R} < ÷c~, fo rO<y<b.  
Moreover, let there exist a positive constant p and sequences of real numbers (aik)+_~ (i = 1, 2) 
such that 
alk < 0 < a2k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  l im alk -- -oo ,  l im a2k -~ -boo, 
k--~+oo k--.+oo 
and for every natural k in the rectangle [alk, a2k] x [0, b] system (1.2) has a solution u} satisfying 
the conditions 
l l~(~,y ) l l+  ou~(x,y)[oy ' -<p Uk(X, O) -~- ~(X)~ 
Then problem (1.2),(1.5) has at/east one solution. 
2.6. Lemma on Solvabil ity of Problem (1.1),(1.6) 
LEMMA 2.14. Let condition (1.7) hold and f (x,  y, zl, z2, z3) be locally Lipschitz continuous with 
respect o z2. Then problem (1.1),(1.6) is solvable if and only if system (1.1) in the rectangle 
[0, w] x [0, b] has at least one solution satisfying the conditions 
o~(~,y) 0~(0,y) 
~(~, 0) = ~(~), o---7- = o~'  for 0 < • < w, 0 _< y <_ b. (2.104) 
PROOF. If problem (1.1),(1.6) has a solution u, then its restriction on [0, w] × [0, b] is obviously 
a solution of problem (1.1),(2.104). 
Now let problem (1.1),(2.104) have a solution u. In view of w-periodicity of ~o, from (2.104) we 
have 
u(w, y) = u(0, y), for 0 <_ y _< b. (2.105) 
Let us show that 
Set 
0u(x, y) ==~ = ou(=, y) ,=0 
Ox Ox ' 
for 0 _< y < b. (2.106) 
Ou(x, y) x=i,~ 
zi(y) = Ox , i ~- O, 1. 
According to (1.7) and (2.104) Zo, as well as zl, is a solution of the initial value problem 
dz 
7 ---- h(y, z), z(O) -- ~(0), ya 
where 
h(y, z) = f 0, y,u(0, v), z, 0y " 
But due to local Lipschitz continuity of h(y, z) in z this problem is uniquely solvable. Therefore, 
z0 and Zl coincide, i.e., equality (2.106) holds. 
In view of (1.7), (2.104)-(2.106), it is clear that the w-periodic ontinuation of u with respect 
to x will be a solution of problem (1.1),(1.6). | 
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3. PROOFS OF  THE MAIN RESULTS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. First of all note that by Lemmas 2.Y and 2.3, for any bounded 
z~ • C(Db; R '~) and any interval [ai, a2] problems (2.35),(2.36) and (2.37),(2.92) are uniquely 
solvable. 
In view of (1.9) and boundedness from below of A, without loss of generality we may assume 
that 
II~(x)ll < ~, II~'(x)ll < 7, for x • ~, (3.1) 
A(x,y) > -% for (x,y) • Db. (3.2) 
Let 
kw kw 
a lk -  2 ' ask=-~,  k=1,2, . . . .  
By Lemma 2.8, for any natural k system (1.1) has a solution uk satisfying conditions (2.94), 
where p is a positive constant given by (2.65) and (2.66). Consequently all of the conditions of 
Lemma 2.12 hold, and therefore problem (1.1),(1.4) is solvable. 
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that problem (1.1),(1.4) has at most 
one solution if f(x, y, Zl, z2, z3) is locally Lipschitz continuous in zl, z2, z3. 
Let ul and us be arbitrary solutions of problem (1.1),(1.4). Let us show that { Ou~(x, y) Oui(x, y) } 
sup Ilui(~,Y)N + ox + Oy : (x,y) • Db < -boo, i = 1,2. (3.3) 
Indeed, by (1.9), there exists a positive constant po such that 
Oui(x,y) <<_ Po, fo r (x ,y )•Db,  i=1,2. II~(x)ll + Iko'(~)ll < p0, II~,(x,y)ll + Oy 
Therefore, from (1.11) we have 
Oui(x, y) < exp('yY)ll<P'(x)ll + 7P0 exp(q,(y - t)) dt 
Ox 
< 2p0 exp(q,b), for (x, y) • Db, i ---- 1, 2. 
Consequently inequality (3.3) is true. 
Set 
It is clear that 
and 
vo(x, y) = I1~(~, y) - ~1(~, y)ll, 
~2(x ,y )= o~s(~,y) 
Oy 
Ou2(x, y) 





sup{vi(x, y): (x, y) • Db} < +oo, i = 0, 1, 2. (3.7) 
According to (3.3) and local Lipschitz continuity of f(x, y, zl, z2, z3) with respect o zl, z2, z3, 
there exists a positive constant l0 such that 
f (  Ou2(x,y) Ou2(x,y)  _ f (x,y, ul(x,y),Oul(x,y) Ou1(x,y)  
Z, y, u2(x, y), Ox ' Oy Ox ' Oy (3.8) 
< Zo (vo(x, y) + ~1(~, y) + ~2(z, y)) (~, y) • Db, 
' O~ ) o~ ' oy ) 




vo(x, y) <_ v2(x, t) dt, for (x, y) • Db, (3.5) 
vl (x, 0) = 0, for x • R, (3.6) 
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In view of (3.6) and (3.8) we have 
~y 
By (3.7), for an arbitrary fixed y C [0, b] the vector function 
z (x ,y )= - -  
Ou2 (x, y) Oul (x, y) 
Oy Oy 
for (x,y) e Db. (3.10) 
is a solution of the problem 
Oz 
a-~ = h(z,y,z), sup{llz(x,y)l l  : z e R} < +~,  
where 
h(x,y,z)-----f x,y,~l.2(z,y), ax Oy -~-z --f x,y, ul(x,y), Oul(x'y) OUl(x,y)~ 
' Ox ' Oy / " 
On the other hand, by (1.12) and (3.9), h satisfies the conditions 
a[h(x, y, z) - h(x, y, 2)] .  s ign(z  - 5) < -At ]z  - ~11, 
l lh(x,y,O)ll < Z(llvo(.,y)llc + l lv~(',y)llo) • 
However, by Lemma 2.3, these conditions and inequalities (1.10) and (3.2) yield the estimate 
vo(x,y)  = llz(~,y)ll ~ p1(Iivo(-,y)llc + LlVl(.,y)llc), for (x,y) e Db, (3.11) 
where 
Pl = lw[exp(~) - 1] -1 exp(2fi + 2~/w). 
By Lemma 2.6, inequalities (3.5), (3.10), and (3.11) imply vi(x,y) - 0 (i = 0, 1,2). Conse- 
quently ul (x, y) =-- u2(x, y). | 
Theorem 1.2 can be proved similarly to Theorem 1.1. The only difference between proofs is 
that instead of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.12, Lemmas 2.10 and 2.13 should be applied. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. By (1.16), there exists 5 > 0 such that condition (1.10) holds. More- 
over, without loss of generality we may assume that inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are fulfilled. 
By Lemma 2.8, problem (1.1),(2.104) is solvable. However, by Lemma 2.14, solvability of this 
problem implies solvability of problem (1.1),(1.6). 
If f (x,y,  zl, z2, z3) is locally Lipschitz continuous in zl, z2, z3, then, by Theorem 1.1, prob- 
lem (1.1),(1.4) has a unique solution. On the other hand, every solution of problem (1.1),(1.6) 
is also a solution of problem (1.1),(1.4). Consequently problems (1.1),(1.4) and (1.1),(1.6) are 
uniquely solvable and their solutions coincide. | 
Theorem 1.4 can be proved similarly to Theorem 1.3 applying Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 1.2. 
PROOF OF THEOI~EM 1.5. Without loss of generality we may assume ~/ sufficiently large to 
satisfy the inequality 
[IP(x,Y)[[ <- 7, for (x,y) e Oh. (3.12) 
For every y E [0, b] by Z(., y) denote the fundamental matrix of the differential system 
dz 
d--x = P(x,y)z, 
satisfying the initial condition 
Z(0, y) = E, 
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where E is the unit n × n-matrix. Let G(.,-, y) be the Green's function of problem (1.20). Since 
problem (1.20) has only a trivial solution for every y C [0, b], we have 
det(E - Z(w, y)) ~ O, for 0 <_ y <__ b, 
G(x,s,y) = Z(x,y)[Z - Z(w,y)]- lZ(w,y)Z-l(s,y) +X(x,s)Z(x,y)Z- l (s,y) ,  (3.13) 
for O < x, s <_ w, O <_ y <_ b, 
where X(x, s) = 0 for s _< x and X(x, s) = 1 for s > x. 
In view of continuity of Z : Db ~ 1~×~ and condition (3.13), without loss of generality we 
may assume that 
IIG(x,s,y)ll<_7, forO<x,s<_w, O<_y<_b. (3.14) 
Basing on Lemma 2.7, let us show that problem (1.18),(2.104) is solvable. For this we will need 
for arbitrary z~ E C([0, w] x [0, b];R ~) (i = 0, 1, 2) to consider the auxiliary problems 
Owl 
Oy = P(x' Y)Z2(X, Y) + fo(X, Y, zo(x, y), Wl), (3.15) 
wl(x,O)-- ~'(x), for 0 <x  <w, (3.16) 
and 
~W2 
ox - P(x, y)~2(x, y) + ]o(x, y, z0(~, y), zl(x, y)), (3.17) 
w2(w, y) = wl(0, y), for 0 < y _< b. (3.18) 
By Lemma 2.1', conditions (1.21), (3.12), and local Lipschitz continuity of the function fo(x, y, 
zo(x, y), z) with respect o z guarantee existence and uniqueness of a solution of problems (3.15) 
and (3.16) admitting the estimate 
/o IlWl(X,y)]l <_ H~'(x)ll exp('),y) +'7 exp('y(y - t))(1 + ]]zo(x,t)l ] + Ilz2(x,t)]])dt, (3.19) 
for 0 < x <w, O<y<b.  
On the other hand, by condition (3.13), problem (3.17),(3.18) has a unique solution w2 and 
~2(~,y) = a(~,s,y)fo(s,y,  zo(s,y),z~(s,y))as. 
Hence, taking into account (1.21) and (3.14) we get 
Hw2(x,y)ll<_~/2w(l+llzo(.,y)llc+llzl(.,y)Hv), for 0 <x  <w, O<y<b.  (3.20) 
From (3.19) and (3.20) it is clear that inequalities (2.40) and (2.41) hold on [0, w] x [0, b], where 
P0 = 72w + exp(Tb) max{1 + II~'(x)ll : 0 < x < w}, lo -- b exp(3'b) + ~/2w. 
Consequently for system (1.18) all of the conditions of Lemma 2.7 hold with 41 = 0 and 42 = w. 
Therefore problem (1.18),(2.104) is solvable. But then, by Lemma 2.14, problem (1.18),(1.5) is 
solvable. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that problem (1.18),(1.5) has at 
most one solution, when fo(X, y, zl, z2) is locally Lipschitz continuous in zl, z2. Let Ul and u2 
be arbitrary solutions of this problem, and v~ (i = 0, 1, 2) be the functions given by (3.4). Then 
conditions (3.5)-(3.7) hold and there exists a constant l ~ 7 such that 
0~2(~, y) ~ ~(x,  y), 0~1(~, y)) (3.21) f0(x,y,u~(~,y), o~ ] - fo (x,y, o~ 
< t(~0(z, y) + ~(~, y)), for (~, y) e D~. 
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Moreover, 
Oui(x, y) 
v(~, s,y)f0 s,y,~, s,y., °u ds, i=1 ,2  (3.22) 
(see, e.g., [16, Theorem 4.1.1], and [17, Theorem 1.1]). 
By (3.6), (3.12), and (3.21), inequality (3.10) holds. On the other hand, in view of (3.14) 
and (3.21), from (3.22) we obtain 
v2(x,y) <_ z2,,(llvo(.,y)llc + Invl(.,y)llc), for (~,y) e Db. (3.23) 
By Lemma 2.6, inequalities (3.5), (3.10), and (3.23) yield v,(x,y) = 0 (i = 0,1,2). Conse- 
quently U 1 (X, y) ----- Zt2(X , y) .  II 
PROOf Of THEOREM 1.6. By Lemma 2.11, system (1.3) in the rectangle [0, w/2] x [0, b] has a 
solution satisfying the conditions 
Ou(w/2, y) 
u(x, o) = ~(~), oy 
Hence, it is clear that 




u ,y =-u(0 ,y ) ,  
02 for e [0, × [0,b]. (3.24) 
for 0 < y < b, (3.25) 
Ou(x, y) ~=,,~/2 
z,(y) = (-1)'  o~ i=0 ,1 .  
z~(y) = f(0, y, u(0, y), zo(y)), zo(0) = ~'(0). 
On the other hand, in view of (1.23) and (3.25), we have 
= f(0, y, ~(0, y), zo(y)), 
Consequently zo and zl are solutions of the initial value problem 
dz 
dy = h(y, z), z(0) = qJ(0), 
where h(y, z) = f(0, y, u(0, y), z). But this problem has a unique solution due to local Lipschitz 
continuity of h(y, z) in z. Therefore zo(y) -- zl(y), i.e., 
Ou(x,y) l _ Ou(x,y)[ , fo r0<y<b.  (3.26) 
Ox x=,~/2 Ox z=o 
Let us continue u on the whole rectangle [0, w] × [0, b] in the following way: 
u(x ,y )=-u  x - -~,y  , fo r0<x<-~,  O<y<b.  
By conditions (1.23) and (3.24)-(3.26), u is a solution of problem (1.3),(2.104). On the other 
hand, in view (1.23) it is clear that q~ and fo satisfy conditions (1.8). Thus, all of the conditions 
of Lemma 2.14 hold, where f(x, y, zo, zl, z2) - fo(x, y, zl, z2). Consequently problem (1.3),(1.6) 
is solvable, u 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7. By Lemma 2.14, to prove solvability of problem (1.3),(1.6) it is 
sufficient to prove solvability of problem (1.3),(2.104). For this we will derive problem (1.3),(2.104) 
to the equivalent functional equation. 
Let u be a solution of problem (1.3),(2.104) and 
Then 
and 
Ou(x, y) (3.27) 
z (x ,y )  = o= 
oz(=, y) = fo(x, y, ~(x, y), z(=, y)), (3.28) 
Oy 
z(x,O) = ~' (x ) ,  for 0 < x < w, (3.29) 
o~fO(s,y,u(s,y),z(s,y))ds=O, fo r0<y<b.  
Differentiating the latter equality and taking into account (1.25), (1.26), and (3.28), we get 
f0 ~ (:oi(s, y, ~(s, y), z(s, y)) + ~(s,  y, ~(s, y), z(s, y)):0(s, y, ~(s, y), z(s, y))) ds 
(3.30) 
fo ~ Ou( s, y) + Fl(s,y,u(s,y),z(s,y))----~--~y dS=O, for 0<y<b.  
Set 
F(u,z)(s,y)= Fl(T,y,u(%y),z(r,y))dT, for 0 < s <w, O<y<b. (3.31) 
Then by (1.27), we have 
fo ~ Ou( s, y) FI(s, y, u(s, y), z(s, y ) )~ ds 
fo ~ o~(~,, z)(s, y) o~(,, y) 
= - Os Oy ds 
Ou(O, y) ~ 02u(s' Y) ds =P(u,z)(0,y) 0----7-+.o ,e(~,z)(s,y) 0soy 
= F(~(., y), z(., y))(y) 0~y)-- 
+ F(u,z)(s,y)fo(s,y,u(s,y),z(s,y))ds, for 0 < y _< b. 
Basing on this identity and conditions (1.30), from (3.30) we obtain 
o~(0, y) 
Oy = ~(u,z)(y), for 0 ~ y < b, (3.32) 
where (I) is the operator defined by the equality 
F(u(.,y),z(.,y))(y)~(u,z)(y) = - ~'(u,z)(s,y)fo(s,y,u(s,y),z(s,y))ds 
(3.33) 
-- (.fol(8,Y,U(s,Y),Z(8, y))-~- F2(s,y,u(8, y) ,z(s,y)fo(s,y,u($,y) ,z($,~])))  ds. 
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By (2.104) and (3.23), 
u(x,y)=Wo(U,Z)(x,y), fo r0<x<w,  0<y<b,  (3.34) 
where 
/: /0 /0 Wo(u,z)(x,y) = ~o(x) + e(u,z)(t)dt+ fo(s,t,u(s,t),z(s,t))dsdt. (3.35) 
According to (1.29), for every u e C([0,w] × [0, b];]R n) problem (3.28),(3.39) has a unique 





From the above said it is clear that every solution u of problem (1.3),(2.104) is a solution of the 
functional equation 
u(x, y) = W(u)(x, Y). (3.38) 
Let us prove that an arbitrary solution u E C([0,w] x [0, b];R n) of equation (3.38) is a so- 
lution of problem (1.3),(2.104). Let z be a function given by (3.36). Then it is a solution of 
problem (3.28),(3.29) and equality (3.34) holds on [0,w] x [0, b]. In view of (3.35), it follows 
from (3.36) that u has the continuous partial derivatives au ou o2u and satisfies the equality 
Oz(x, y) 02u(x' Y) -= f0(x, y, u(x, y), z(x, y)) -= (3.39) 
OxOy Oy 
Moreover, condition (3.32) holds and 
~(x, 0) = ~(x),  for 0 < z < ~. (3.40) 
By (3.29) and (3.40), (3.39) implies that u satisfies equality (3.27) and is a solution of system (1.3) 
on [0, w] x [0, b]. On the other hand, taking into account (3.27), (3.31), and (3.39), from (3.33) 
we get 
F(~(.,  y), z(., y))~(~, z)(y) 
fo ~ - O~(  s, y ) =-  F(s,z)(s,y) sO ds 
- fo es 
Ou(O,y) d fo ~ = f(u(.,y),z(.,y)) -~y +-~y fo(s,y,u(s,y),z(s,y))ds. 
Hence by (3.32), (3.40), and (1.22) we obtain 
~y fo(s,y,u(s,y),z(s,y))ds = O, 
and 
Oy 
for O_<y<b,  
fO0 ~J Ou(O,y) _ fo (s ,y ,~(s ,y ) , z (s ,y ) )ds  Oy -- 
- Io(~,o,~,(s) ,~, ' (s))es = o. 
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Consequently, u is a solution of problem (1.3),(2.104). Thus problem (1.3),(2.104) is equivalent 
to functional equation (3.38), i.e., problem (1.3),(2.104) is solvable (uniquely solvable) if and only 
if equation (3.38) is solvable (uniquely solvable) in C([0,w] × [0, b]; R~). 
Let us prove that equation (3.38) is solvable in C([0,w] × [0, b];~n). According to condi- 
tions (1.28)-(1.30) and equalities (1.25)-(1.27), (3.31), (3.33), and (3.35), we may assume ~/ 
sufficiently large that: 
(i) inequality (3.1) holds; 
(ii) the vector function fo satisfies the condition 
lifo(x, y, zl, z~)ll < 7(1-4- IlZll1-4-I1==11), for (x, y, Zl, z2) e Db × R2'~; (3.41) 
(iii) for arbitrary u and z • C([0,w] × [0, b];]~ ) 
j~0 ~ It~(~,z)(y)ll___7+7 (ll~(~,Y)ll,4,11z(~,Y)ll)d~, 
IlWo(u,z)(x,y)ll <_ 7+7 (llu(s,t)ll + IIz(s,t)ll)dsdt, 
for y • [0, b], (3.42) 
for (x, y) • [0, w] x [0, b]. (3.43) 
By Lemma 2.1 and conditions (3.1) and (3.41), for an arbitrary u • C([0,w] x [0, b];R n) the 
inequality 
/o [IWl(u)(x,y)ll __ 70 + 7o Ilu(x,t)ll dt (3.44) 
holds on [0, w] x [0, b]. 
Let l -- 7o + 7(1 + w), and M be the set of vector functions z • C([0, w] x [0, b]; R n) satisfying 
the inequality 
[lu(x,y)[[ < lexp(21y), for (x,y) • [0,w] x [0,b]. 
According to equality (3.37) and conditions (3.42)-(3.44), for any u E M we have 
f 
Y 
II kV1 (u)(x, y)I[ --< 70 + 701 exp(2/t) dt < I exp(2/y), 
J0 
II~(~, Wl(u))(y)ll --- "y + 2-yl exp(2/t) dt < l exp(21y), 
IIW(u)(x,U)ll <__ ~, + 2-y~ exp(21t)dt < lexp(21y), 
for (x, y) • [0, w] × [0, b], (3.45) 
for y • [0, ~], (3.46) 
for (x, y) • [0, ~] × [0, hi. (3.47) 
Taking into account inequalities (3.1), (3.41), (3.45), and (3.46), from (3.35) and (3.37) we 
obtain 
H}/V(u)(~, y) - W(u)(x,y) l l  <__ ll(l~ - xl + lY - Yl), (3.48) 
where 11 -- (2 + b)l + 3/2 exp(2/b). 
From (3.47) and (3.48) it is clear that the operator ]d; maps the closed convex set M into 
its compact subset. Moreover, in view of continuity of f0, f01, F1, F2, and well-posedness of
problem (3.28),(3.29), the operator )IV : M --* M is continuous. Hence by Schauder's principle, 
solvability of equation (3.38) follows. 
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that problem (1.3),(1.6) has at most 
one solution. 
Let Ul and u2 be arbitrary solutions of problem (1.3),(1.6). Then u = Ul - u2 is a solution of 
the linear system 
02u 
o~ou - Po(x, u)~ + Pl(z, y )~ 
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satisfying conditions 
u(x, O) = O, u(x + oJ, y) = u(x, y), for (x, y) e Db, 
where 
/0'( ) Po(x,y)= F1 x,y, u l (x ,y )+t (u2(x ,y ) -u l (x ,y ) )  Oul(x,y_____~) dr, ~x 
Pl (x ,y)  : F1 x,y,  u2(x,y),  + i f  Ou2(x'y) dr. 
Ox \ Ox Ox 
By Theorem 8.2 from [13], we get u(x, y) =_ O. Consequently ul (x, y) - u2(x, y). 
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